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— BACKSTORY — 

Many years ago, on a small island unknown to anyone, in a land never 

before visited, a land where humanity was not king, ruled a being with lots 

of scales, claws, and, most importantly, big strong wings. 

You still do not know who is the king? The beings that reigned over this 

great territory were the biggest reptiles of all time — the dragons. 

Why did humanity not reign in this land? Because it was inhabited only by 

dragons, and the animals that they existed on, until a group of Vikings who 

were shipwrecked on the coast accidentally reached this island and were 

met, to their surprise, by one of these enormous and dangerous reptiles. 

This dragon was not just any dragon; it was Saeran the Savage King, better 

known as the reaper of souls (the reason that they are whiter than the so-

called albino dragon stuck on the foreheads of our poor Vikings). 

Why was it Saeran, the great, relentless king, and not any other dragon who 

met our Vikings? As king, it had to watch over its territory and ensure all its 

dragons are safe, and in its eyes the Vikings were a threat. 

The great reptile stared at them. With a simple movement the Vikings 

attacked; at that moment silence reigned rather than the king — until, out of 

anxiety or fear, one of the men fired an arrow, hitting the mighty dragon. 

An epic battle began, other dragons joined in to protect the king, and 

humanity — for once the weaker — gave way and fell to its knees. The 

dragons had won. 

In the silence of defeat, a small cry was heard in the distance, and the 

dragon king’s glance was drawn to where it came from. It was a tiny 

human. The reptile advanced on the child — but then stopped. It looked at 

the child, and then gently picked it up in its mouth, before returning to its 

den. More children turned up in the middle of the battlefield, now 

orphaned and alone. 

The years went by and more Vikings — dragon hunters — came back to the 

island in search of vengeance. 

The king already had other priorities, as the human children had been 

raised by the dragons. In all, there were six. They grew up and were 

educated to see the dragons as gentle creatures, hostile only when 

necessary. These children had been chosen. 

Catarina had been taken in by the king of the dragons, Saeran. Marie was 

raised by the most indecisive dragon of all, Luciel and Luci — a dragon with 
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two heads and opposing personalities. Diane had become the ward of 

Killua, the fastest of the dragons. Jonas was chosen by the strongest, Kuru. 

Thomas was taken care of by Hythe the healer, while Jack, the most 

boisterous child, had become a great friend of Modor. 

Now the time has come to protect those who took care of them when they 

needed it most. 

— MEET THE DRAGONS — 

Saeran, the Savage King 

Ever since it was small, Saeran has been a wild dragon, 

who was not born in a community like other dragons. It 

has always had to live according to the law of survival, 

even resorting to attacking other dragons. Saeran has 

been, and always will be, the strongest and most feared dragon of all — and 

that is how it became king. It is so strong that no one had ever managed to 

train it, until a very talented little girl who it took under its wing. 

Killua, the Thunder 

Killua has never been strong when attacking, and for that 

reason thought that this meant it would not be able to 

help the keepers and the kingdom. Since it was not 

strong, it flew and flew until it became the fastest dragon 

of all. Whenever an attack failed, it was so fast that before an opponent 

could counter-attack it managed to attack again. Its speed was such that it 

was able to flee from most attacks.  

Kuru, the Powerful 

Kuru was big but lazy, until one day the kingdom was 

under attack and Kuru, not wanting to have anything to 

do with it, stayed still in its nest, when a slight sound 

reached its sensitive ears. As Kuru turned it saw an arrow 

aimed precisely at its snout in one second and the same arrow turned to ash 

in the next. Kuru, paralyzed, was simply astonished and then heard a voice 

saying, in dragon language: “Your kingdom is in danger and you are lying 

there? You have disappointed me. You are so determined and you can train 

so easily!” When Kuru looked up it saw its king, and from that night on has 

always trained whenever it could, because every night when it snuggles up 

in its nest it remembers the words of the king. 
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Modor, the Rage Dragon 

In the dragon kingdom, Modor is the dragon who tires 

most quickly. It only trained once with the keepers, and 

because it was made fun of, it became furious and caught 

fire. With this power, its attack, strengthened by that one 

training session, is as strong as two attacks from any other dragon.  

Luciel and Luci, the Twins 

Luciel and Luci are Siamese twins, born with one body 

and two heads. That has never been a problem, except in 

battle, since Luci loves fighting and is trained to attack, 

but Luciel does not like battle and is dedicated to healing 

injured dragons. Since they cannot do both at the same time, the keepers 

decide whether Luci will attack or Luciel will heal. 

Hythe, the Healer 

Hythe is a strong dragon but has always been a passive 

dragon that would rather help others than fight. As a 

weak fighter it dedicated its potential to learning how to 

heal, becoming the kingdom’s greatest healer. 

— COMPONENTS — 
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— INTRODUCTION — 

The game is a battle between two forces: on the one hand, the evil hunters, 

who want to destroy dragons for trophies and fame, and on the other, 

heroic tribes of people known as dragon keepers, who protect the dragons. 

Each player represents the chief of a dragon keeper tribe. 

In Dragon Keepers, there are 2 different modes of play: 

Keeper Mode (10-15’ | 3-6p | ages 6+) 

A competitive game of pushing your luck and out-thinking your opponents. 

This mode is a lighter version of the game, intended to be accessible for 

younger children. The goal is to be the first player to heroically defend 3 

different dragons from the hunters. 

Dragon Mode (30-40’ | 2-4p | ages 9+) 

A cooperative game of hand management and coordinated efforts. This 

mode is more strategic and therefore more suited for adults and older 

children. The goal is to train a number of dragons and have them each 

successfully attack the hunters. 
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— GAME FUNDAMENTALS — 

DRAGON TILES 

All dragon tiles begin the game (in 

either mode) with their friendly side 

up. In KEEPER MODE, the dragons 

will remain this way for the entire 

game. In DRAGON MODE, each 

dragon tile is flipped from its 

friendly side to its trained side the 

first time that the dragon is trained.  

1. Life Points: Each dragon has 

a number of heart icons to 

indicate how many life 

points that dragon has. 

When a dragon has arrow 

tokens on it equal to its life 

point total, it is defeated. 

(Note: In KEEPER MODE, 

treat all dragons as having 3 

life points.) 

2. Tribe Color: Each dragon is 

the favorite of a specific 

tribe. The color of a dragon 

matches the color of the tribe 

symbol on the backs of a specific deck of keeper cards. (This 

matters in KEEPER MODE but not in DRAGON MODE.) 

3. Dragon Sigil: This symbol’s shape and color indicates which of 

the 6 dragon keepers can interact with this dragon. Each keeper 

deck will have exactly 1 dragon keeper that matches each 

dragon. 

4. Dice Slots: Each dragon has 1 to 4 dice slots. When a dragon is 

trained, a battle die is drawn at random from the training bag 

and added to an empty dice slot on that dragon tile. A dragon’s 

accumulated dice are rolled when that dragon attacks. 

5. Attack Power: Each dragon has a unique attack power. These 

powers are activated each time that dragon successfully attacks 

the hunter. (The dragons’ attack powers are described in detail on page 

19.) The icons to represent attack powers are faded on the 

friendly side, but full color on the trained side. 

Figure 1 – Friendly Side 

Figure 2 – Trained Side 
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Figure 3 – Keeper Card 

Figure 4 – Game Setup 

KEEPER CARDS 

In either mode, each player chooses a 

unique keeper deck. Each keeper deck is 

made up of 6 different cards with identical 

backs. Every keeper deck has the same 6 

cards.  

1. Tribe Symbol: The card backs of 

your keeper deck have your unique 

tribe symbol. In Keeper Mode, this 

determines which dragon is your 

tribe’s favorite. The symbol also 

identifies which 3 shield tokens are 

yours (see Figure 3 to the right). 

2. Character Illustration: The 

illustration on the card front depicts 1 of 

6 characters. These characters are known as dragon keepers. 

3. Dragon Sigil: This symbol’s shape and color indicates which of 

the 6 dragons this dragon keeper can interact with. Each dragon 

keeper can only interact with 1 dragon. 

— KEEPER MODE — 

OBJECTIVE 

Be the first to place all 3 of 

your shield tokens on 3 

different dragon tiles. To 

place 1 of your shield 

tokens on a dragon tile, 

you must heroically 

defend that dragon — 

meaning that you 

defended that dragon 

from the hunter’s attacks 

in a round when nobody 

else did. 

GAME SETUP 

1. In random order, lay out the 6 dragon tiles to form a circle, with 

their friendly sides up (see Figure 4 above). 
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2. Place the double-sided hunter card in the center of this circle. 

3. Place all arrow tokens within the circle, below the hunter card. 

4. Select a number of hunter dice equal to the number of players 

plus 1 and place them directly on the hunter card. This is the 

hunter dice pool.  
5. Give each player a keeper deck (6 cards) as their hand, along 

with the 3 matching shield tokens. 

6. Return all other components to the game box. They will not be 

used. 

HOW TO PLAY 

The game is played in a series of rounds until an end-game trigger has 

occurred. (See ROUND END for details.) Each round progresses through 3 

phases in order: Hunter Phase, Keeper Phase, and Dragon Phase. 

I. HUNTER PHASE 

Roll all of the hunter dice in the hunter dice pool (i.e., currently on the hunter 

card). Each rolled result represents the hunter targeting a dragon. 

If all of the hunter dice rolled the same result, then reroll all of them. 

Continue to reroll as necessary until there are at least 2 different die faces 

among the results. 

Place each rolled hunter die on the dragon tile that matches the rolled result. 

In Keeper Mode, a single dragon tile cannot be targeted by more than 1 die 

per round; return any duplicates back to the hunter dice pool. 

II. KEEPER PHASE 

Each player chooses 1 keeper card from their hand and places it face down 

on the table in front of them. Players must choose a keeper card that 

matches a dragon that has been targeted by the hunter (i.e., has a hunter die 

on it) this round. 

Once all players have made their selections, the chosen cards are all 

revealed simultaneously! 

III. DRAGON PHASE 

Each targeted dragon will either be PROTECTED, if 1 or more players 

chose the corresponding keeper card, or WOUNDED, if nobody chose the 

corresponding keeper card.  

• When a dragon is protected by multiple keepers, nothing 

happens. 
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Example: In this 4-player game, the hunter is currently targeting the red, 

blue, yellow, and white dragons. Ariel protected the red dragon, so she 

places a shield token on it. Ganesh protected the yellow dragon, so he places 

a shield token on it. Deja and Roberto both protected the blue dragon, so 

neither player gets to place a shield token. Nobody protected the white 

dragon, so it suffers 1 hit. 

• When a dragon is protected by 

only 1 keeper, that player 

places 1 of their shield tokens 

(see Figure 5 to the right) on that 

dragon tile, if they do not have 

1 there already. In addition, if 

the protected dragon was that 

player’s favorite dragon (i.e., 

matching the tribe symbol on the 

backs of their keeper cards), the 

player may remove 1 arrow 

token from any dragon. 
 

• When a dragon is wounded, it suffers 1 hit — track this by 

placing 1 arrow token on the dragon tile. If that dragon now has 

3 arrow tokens on it, the dragon has been defeated. (Remember, 

in KEEPER MODE, all dragons are treated as having only 3 life 

points!) Remove that dragon tile, along with any shield tokens 

on it, from the game. 
 

ROUND END 

At the end of the round, check to see if either of the end-game triggers has 

occurred: 

1. One or more dragons have been defeated. 

2. One or more players have placed all 3 of their shield tokens on 

different dragon tiles. 

If the game end has been triggered, proceed immediately to END OF THE 

GAME. Otherwise, each player reclaims the keeper card they played (adding 

it back into their hand), all hunter dice are returned to the hunter dice pool, 

and a new round begins.  

Figure 5 – Shield Tokens 
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END OF THE GAME 

When the end of the game has been triggered, it is time to determine the 

winner! The player with the most placed shield tokens wins. In case of a tie, 

the tied player with the fewest arrow tokens on their favorite dragon wins. 

If there is a further tie, the tied players share the victory. 

— DRAGON MODE — 

OBJECTIVE 

By working together, you must train the dragons and have a certain number 

of trained dragons (dictated by the difficulty level) successfully attack the 

hunter. You must do this before the hunter defeats a dragon or the magic 

deck is depleted. 

GAME SETUP 

1. In random order, lay out the 6 dragon tiles to form a circle, with 

their friendly sides up (see Figure 4 on Page 7). 

2. Place the double-sided hunter card in the center of this circle. 

3. Locate a number of hunter dice equal to the number of players and 

place them on the hunter card. Set the remaining hunter dice to the 

side for now. 

4. Put all 12 battle dice into the training bag. Set the bag aside. 

5. Place all arrow tokens, fireball tokens, and action tokens to the 

side, as the supply. 

6. Give each player a keeper deck (6 cards), a player aid, and a set of 

action tokens (2 Defend, 1 Heal, 1 Train). 

7. Choose a random player who will be the start player, and give 

them the hunter pawn. 

8. As a group, choose which difficulty level you would like to play. 

9. Prepare the magic deck (see Magic Deck Setup on page 11). 

 *Remove 1 magic card from each fourth of the magic deck. 

DIFFICULTY 

LEVEL 

How many dragons 

must attack? 

Weak fireballs 

count as hits? 

Other 

changes? 

Easy 4 dragons Yes N/A 

Medium 5 dragons Yes N/A 

Hard 6 dragons Yes N/A 

Extreme 6 dragons No N/A 

Impossible 6 dragons No * 
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Magic Deck Setup 

1. Shuffle the 18 magic cards face down. 

2. Choose 2 magic cards at random and set them aside. 

3. Split the remaining 16 magic cards into 4 equal face-down piles. 

4. Add 1 hunter card to each pile, face down.  
5. Shuffle each pile separately, then stack them together to form a 

single face-down deck. Place the deck to the left of the double-

sided hunter card in the center of the circle. 

6. On top of this deck, place 1 of the 2 magic cards you set aside 

earlier (face up). On the discard pile, place the other magic card you 

set aside earlier (face up). (See Figure 6 below.) 

 

HOW TO PLAY 

The game is played in a series of rounds until an end-game trigger has 

occurred. (See END OF THE GAME for details.) Each round progresses 

through 3 phases in order: Hunter, Keeper, and Dragon Phases. 

Communication Rules 

Players are allowed to discuss strategy and plan out their moves. The only 

thing you cannot directly state (or hint at) is which keeper card you will 

play. Sometimes it will be obvious to everyone which card is best for you to 

play, but other times it will not. 

I. HUNTER PHASE 

In this phase, the hunter dice pool is rolled to determine which dragons are 

targeted by the hunters’ attacks this round. Follow these 4 steps: 

Magic Deck Discard Pile 

Figure 6 – Magic Deck Setup 

Hunter Card 
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Example: Deja is the first player this round. She sees that the purple 

dragon is being targeted by the hunter, and she can also see, by looking at 

her teammates’ discard rows, that nobody else has their purple keeper card 

in hand. So, she selects her purple keeper card and places it face down, then 

places a DEFEND action token on the card. She also declares that she will 

be using her STORMFURY magic card. 

Example: Roberto passes the hunter pawn to Deja, who will be the new 

first player. The top card of the magic deck is moved over to the discard pile. 

There are 4 fireball tokens on the hunter card, so 1 die is removed from the 

hunter dice pool, and 3 of those fireball tokens are returned to the supply. 

Lastly, Deja rolls the remaining 4 dice in the hunter dice pool and gets 2 

purple, 1 white, 1 green. She places them on the matching dragon tiles. 

1. The player who currently has the hunter pawn passes it to the 

player on their left, who will be the new first player this round. 

(Skip in round 1.) 

2. Move the top card of the magic deck over to the discard pile, 

revealing the next card of the deck. (Skip in round 1.) 

3. For every 3 fireball tokens on the hunter card, remove a die from 

the hunter dice pool and return it to the supply, then return 

those 3 fireball tokens to the supply also. 

4. The player first in turn order rolls all dice in the hunter dice pool. 

Place each die on the dragon tile that corresponds to the die’s 

rolled result. 

II. KEEPER PHASE 

In this phase, there are 2 distinct steps. 

1. Selection Step: In turn order, each player will select a keeper 

card and action token to play -OR- they may pass.  

2. Resolve Step: In turn order, each player will resolve their 

selected keeper card and action token (unless they passed). 

Selecting Keeper Cards 

Choose an available keeper card from your hand, based on which dragon 

you wish to target with your action, and place it face down in front of you. 

Choose an available action token and place it on top of the keeper card you 

selected. Cards and tokens in your discard row are NOT available to you. 

You MAY declare that you will use 1 of your magic cards. If you do, place 

the magic card face up next to the keeper card you selected. 
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Example: Ariel flips her keeper card face up. She selected the red keeper 

card and the TRAIN action token, so she will be attempting to train the red 

dragon. The red dragon is not currently being targeted by the hunter, but 

it is injured, so it cannot be trained! Fortunately, Ariel has a trick up her 

sleeve. She also played the MOONLIGHT magic card, which lets her 

remove all arrows from any dragon. She uses this magic card’s ability first 

to remove all arrows from the red dragon. Now she is able to successfully 

train the red dragon! At the end of her turn, she places that keeper card 

and action token in her discard row. 

Example: Ganesh faces a tough decision. He has only 1 keeper card and 1 

action token remaining. If he plays them this round, he would be forced to pass 

next round. He decides to pass this round so that he will have more options next 

time. During the Selection Step, he declares that he is passing, and immediately 

takes back all keeper cards and action tokens from his discard row. 

Passing 

As you use keeper cards and action tokens, they remain unavailable to you 

in your discard row, and your options slowly dwindle from round to round. 

The only way to get them back is to pass during the Selection Step, instead 

of selecting a keeper card to play. 

If you pass, immediately take back all of your keeper cards and action 

tokens from your discard row. This means your turn will be skipped during 

the Resolve Step. 

Resolving Keeper Cards 

Flip your keeper card face up and put the action token back on top of it. 

Then, perform your chosen action (determined by the action token you played) 

with your chosen dragon (determined by the keeper card you played). If your 

action was successful, you gain a reward. The actions and their rewards are 

described in detail on page 15-16. 

If you declared a magic card, you must use that card’s ability, but you may 

choose whether to use it before or after your action. Then send that magic 

card to the game box, removing it from the game. (Do NOT put it in the 

discard pile.) 

Place the used keeper card, with the action token on top of it, face up to the 

right of your player aid, in such a way that all players can see both the card 

and the token. This is your discard row. 
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Example: This round, nobody defended the yellow dragon, who was 

targeted by 1 hunter die. This means that 1 arrow is added to the yellow 

dragon, who had 2 arrows already! Fortunately, the yellow dragon has 4 

health, so it is not yet defeated. But next round, the players will need to 

do something to remedy the situation! 

III. DRAGON PHASE 

In this phase, the attacks of the hunters resolve. For each hunter die on a 

dragon tile, add 1 arrow token to that dragon. Then return all hunter dice 

from dragon tiles to the hunter dice pool. 

If the number of arrow tokens on a dragon tile is equal to (or higher than) 

that dragon’s life points, the dragon is defeated and the players lose 

instantly. 

END OF THE GAME 
 

 Winning the Game 

As soon as the correct number 

of dragons (determined by the 

difficulty level) have each made 

at least 1 successful attack, the 

game ends instantly. The 

players win! 

 Losing the Game 

As soon as 1 dragon has been 

defeated -OR- the magic deck 

is empty when a card must be 

drawn or moved to the discard 

pile, the game ends instantly. 

The players lose! 

MAGIC DECK 

The magic deck is primarily made up of 

magic cards (see Figure 7 to the right). These 

magic cards are gained as rewards for 

successful HEAL and TRAIN actions. 

Each magic card provides a unique and 

powerful effect. 

On your turn, you may play 1 magic card. 

You may play it before or after resolving 

your main action. (You may not interrupt 

your main action.) You do NOT receive any 

reward for playing a magic card. (Note: 

The action symbols refer to card type only!) 

Each player can have, at most, 3 magic 

cards at a time. If you have 3 and then 
Figure 7 – Magic Card 
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gain another, you must immediately discard 1, removing it from the game. 

Gaining Magic Cards 

When you gain a magic card, you choose either the top card of the magic 

deck or the top card of the discard pile. If you take the top card of the deck, 

reveal the next card of the deck. If that card is a hunter card, immediately 

add 1 hunter die to the hunter dice pool. Then send the hunter card to the 

game box and reveal the next card. 

Note: Magic cards can each only be used once per game and are always 

removed from the game upon use. The discard pile is only used for magic 

cards that are moved over from the magic deck during the Hunter Phase. 

— ACTION TOKENS — 

There are 4 different actions you can perform in the game. To perform an 

action, you must play the corresponding action token. When an action 

succeeds, you gain a reward. If an action fails, you do NOT gain the reward. 

The action tokens are limited; if the supply runs out of a given type, no 

more of that type can be gained. 

DEFEND 

Success: Return all hunter dice from this dragon back to 

the hunter dice pool. 

Failure: This action fails if there are no hunter dice 

currently targeting this dragon when the action takes place. 

Reward: Gain 1 magic card, either from the top of the deck or the top of the 

discard pile. 

HEAL 

Success: Remove all arrow tokens from this dragon and 

return them to the supply. 

Failure: This action fails if there are no arrow tokens 

currently on this dragon. 

Reward: Gain 1 magic card, either from the top of the deck or the top of the 

discard pile. 

TRAIN 

Success: Draw a random battle die from the training bag 

and place it on an empty dice slot on this dragon. (If this is 

the first time this dragon has been trained, you will first need to 
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flip the dragon tile from the FRIENDLY side to the TRAINED side.) 

Failure: This action fails if this dragon has any arrow tokens on it -OR- if the 

dragon is currently being targeted -OR- if this dragon has been trained the 

maximum number of times. 

Reward: Take a new action token of your choice from the supply.  

ATTACK 

Success: Roll the attacking dragon’s battle dice and get at 

least 1 hit. Each dragon has a different attack power (see 

DRAGON POWERS on page 19) that activates when they 

successfully attack. 

Failure: This action fails if no hits are rolled on the battle dice. 

To determine if the roll on the battle dice is 

a hit or a miss (see Figure 8 to the right). 

Note: Rolling a “Weak Flame” may or may 

not be a hit depending on the difficulty 

level selected. 

Reward: If this is the first time this dragon 

has successfully attacked, place a shield 

token (any color) on the dragon tile to track 

your progress toward the win condition. 

— SHADOW TRIBE (Variant) — 

This is an optional variant. Including it in the game will increase the level of 

difficulty. 

When a hunter card is revealed from the magic deck, the hunter’s ability 

triggers. In some cases, the active player must roll a hunter die to determine 

which dragon is affected by that hunter’s ability. 

There are two types of hunter abilities: immediate and ongoing. Immediate 

abilities are one-time effects, while ongoing abilities are persistent effects. 

Sometimes an ability affects a specific dragon, which must be marked by 

placing a hunter token on the affected dragon. 

The only way to remove a hunter token from a dragon affected by an 

ongoing hunter ability is to perform a DEFEND action which targets that 

dragon. However, you cannot remove both a hunter token and a hunter die 

in a single action. Each removal requires a separate DEFEND action. 

Figure 8 – Battle Dice 
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Hunter Abilities 

 

Sirena 

Sirena is a witch who creates weapons from the bones of 

her prey. From the rib of a dragon, she created a magic 

flute that confuses the unharmed dragons, causing them to 

attack each other. 

IMMEDIATE: Each uninjured dragon receives 1 

arrow token. 

 

Ulf 

Although he is a large hunter, Ulf has good camouflage. 

When attacked by a dragon, he can always evade the first 

hit by wearing his sheepskin and hiding in a herd. 

ONGOING: When any dragon attacks, the attack 

must deal 2 hits to succeed. 

 

Olavo 

With strong ambush skills, Olavo manages to kidnap a 

dragon that will have to be saved by the keepers. 

ONGOING: The affected dragon 

receives the net token (seen to the 

right). Until the net token is removed, 

that dragon cannot be defended. 

 

Li Xing 

Powerful in martial arts, he uses his knowledge and 

strange weapons to make a dragon dizzy or knock it out. 

ONGOING: The affected dragon 

(reroll until you get a dragon that has not 

attacked yet) receives the flail token 

(seen to the right). Until the flail token 

is removed, that dragon cannot 

attack.  
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— SOLO PLAY — 

Solo play for Dragon Keepers follows all of the rules for a 2-player game in 

DRAGON MODE, with the following changes and exceptions. 

Changes to Setup 

• Take 2 keeper decks (12 cards total) as your hand. 

• Take only 1 set of action tokens (2 Defend, 1 Heal, 1 Train). 

• You must choose HARD, EXTREME, or IMPOSSIBLE difficulty. 

Changes to Gameplay 

• During each Keeper Phase, you may play 1 or 2 keeper cards from 

your hand. You must play 1 action token with each keeper card, 

as normal. 

• In a given round, you may play as many magic cards as the 

number of keeper cards you played (i.e., 1 or 2). You may play 

them at any time during the round. 

• If you wish to pass, you cannot play any cards during that round. 

Once you have played 6 keeper cards, you must pass in the 

following round. 

• The BRIMSTONE magic card has no effect. 
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— DRAGON POWERS — 

 

HYTHE, THE 

HEALER (yellow) 

Life Points: 4 

Training Limit: 2x  

 

 

MODOR, THE RAGE 

DRAGON (red) 

Life Points: 3 

Training Limit: 1x 

Attack Power: For each successful 

attack, remove 2 arrow tokens 

from 1 dragon or remove 1 arrow 

each from 2 different dragons. 

 Attack Power: For each 

successful attack, place 2 fireball 

tokens on the hunter. 

 

SAERAN, THE 

SAVAGE KING 

(white) 

Life Points: 3 

Training Limit: 2x 

 

 

LUCIEL AND LUCI, 

THE TWINS (green) 

Life Points: 4 

Training Limit: 2x 

Attack Power: For each successful 

attack, place 1 fireball token on 

the hunter and remove 1 arrow 

from any dragon. 

 Attack Power: For each 

successful attack, either place 1 

fireball token on the hunter or 

remove 1 arrow token from any 

dragon. 

   

KILLUA, THE 

THUNDER (blue) 

Life Points: 3 

Training Limit: 2x 

 

 

KURU, THE 

POWERFUL (purple) 

Life Points: 4 

Training Limit: 2x 

Attack Power: For each successful 

attack, place 1 fireball token on 

the hunter. 

Special Ability: (1) When this 

dragon is targeted by multiple 

hunter dice in the same round, 

return 1 of those dice to the 

hunter dice pool. (2) When this 

dragon attacks, you may reroll 1 

battle die. 

 Attack Power: For each 

successful attack, place 1 fireball 

token on the hunter. 

Special Ability: Each time this 

dragon is trained, add 2 battle 

dice instead of 1.  


